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DA&CI 2022 - Springer Book <daci2022springerbook@easychair.org>
Mié 2023-02-15 3:55 AM
Para: Rogelio Florencia Juarez <rogelio.florencia@uacj.mx>

Dear Rogelio Florencia,

The review of your chapter, "Text classifier of sensationalist headlines in Spanish using BERT," has just
been completed. Although our reviewers find the topic pertinent, they believe you should strengthen the
coverage before publishing the chapter.

I have compiled the feedback from reviewer evaluations for your perusal to emphasize particular
changes that I feel would be best for you to make to your chapter. Please study the evaluations carefully
and let me know if you have any questions about any comments or suggestions.

Once you have completed the revisions, you must upload a PDF file with the following parts:
PART 1. A list of your responses to every single one of the reviewers' comments. Also, when applicable,
you should indicate where the revised manuscript addresses the review comments by referencing line
numbers.
PART 2. A revised version of your chapter with line numbering. Here, the revisions should be explicitly
marked. Also, anonymize your manuscript (by removing any information revealing the authors' identity).

Please, provide this revision by no later than MARCH 15 (2023), uploading the document as an update of
your previous submission (https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=daci2022springerbook). Please, be
advised that a revision does not guarantee acceptance. The decision regarding the approval of your
chapter depends on additional review.

Before you upload the revision, you should:
(a) Check all requirements and guidelines have been met as outlined in the Manuscript Preparation
guide: https://www.springer.com/de/authors-editors/book-authors-editors/resources-guidelines/book-
manuscript-guidelines/manuscript-preparation/5636 (see section "Chapters").
(b) Use the Word/LaTeX template provided for book chapters. Also, note that "Studies in Big Data"
follows the reference style "MathPhys," using reference numbers in square brackets sequentially by
citation. We encourage the authors to provide the DOI of the references. For your convenience, I have
shared a folder with the (LaTeX and Word) templates and a brief description of the reference style
(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HJSs5s2O3C1WGRO95aqZfcqoondC0yDW?usp=share_link).
(c) Consider an extension of 10,000–16,000 words for the full manuscript.
(d) Ensure proper use of the English language, formal grammatical structure, and correct spelling and
punctuation. If necessary, consult a professional (e.g., https://www.proof-reading-service.com/).
(e) Provide the information of all the chapter authors in the EasyChair Platform.
(f) Consider the possibility of including (or making publicly available) the code and data (e.g., using
GitHub or GoogleColab). The purpose of this suggestion is to promote transparency and reproducibility.

We would like to point out that Remarks (c) and (f) are not mandatory but preferable and much
appreciated.

Thank you for your interest and diligent work in your contribution to "Data Analytics and Computational
Intelligence: Novel Models, Algorithms and Applications," I greatly value your manuscript and look

https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=daci2022springerbook
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forward to seeing your revision! If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me, Gilberto
Rivera, at gilberto.rivera@uacj.mx (with a copy to gilberto.rivera@eurekascommunity.org). 
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SUBMISSION: 3676
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AUTHORS: Heber González and Rogelio Florencia

----------- Overall evaluation -----------
SCORE: 2 (Accept after minor revision)
----- TEXT:
This project is innovative because it is working with headlines in Spanish and for this purpose a new
extensive database has been created. But with respect to this there are some points to comment:

1. The data could have been extracted automatically, using web scrapping.

2. To annotate them, no tool is mentioned that simplifies the process, such as Prodigy (https://prodi.gy/).
This would speed up the process and metadata such as the person who annotated them or the exact
date could be stored.

Taking this into account, it could have been made faster allowing to annotate a larger dataset.

Regarding training and model selection there are also several things to comment:

1. The best learning rate is searched, but nothing is commented about other hyperparameters such as:
dropout, learning rate, batch size, optimizer type, etc.... It would be convenient to make a complete
hyperparameters search. Tools such as Weights & Biases (https://wandb.ai/site) or MLflow
(https://mlflow.org/) can be used for this purpose.

2. There are other multilingual models that could be better such as: RoBERTa, XLNet, ALBERT, etc, ...

3. There is also a specific model for Spanish called BETO (https://github.com/dccuchile/beto), which
usually works better than the multilanguage ones.

Combining these models and doing a correct hyperparameter search should improve the results.

I consider that it is a minor revision because the problem could be studied in more depth. This would
require some extra studies, such as the search for hyperparameters and the use of other models, even if
they give worse results.
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AUTHORS: Heber González and Rogelio Florencia

----------- Overall evaluation -----------
SCORE: -2 (Weakly reject)
----- TEXT:
The paper presents a model to classify headlines into “sensationalist” or “not sensationalist”, the model is
based on BERT framework.

The idea to provide a tool to know whether news are sensationalist is good, however the methodology
to build the model has some flaws.
I suggest rethinking the features of the dataset, are they enough to know whether a news is
sensationalist? The date, the url, or the media are relevant? I suggest analyzing the words and their
correlation to the class.
What is the training of the labeling team? Are they students? Are they journalist (or something like that?
How did you state a headline is sensationalist or not?
I would like to see examples of the dataset
There are many steps in building a machine learning, such preprocessing and cleaning data, I think there
are several steps missing. I would like to see the NLP process. How did you conduct lemmatization and
stop-words removal?
In a scientific paper, the theoretical concepts, ideas, and fundamentals of decisions must be presented,
instead to describe code.
The related work must be analyzed deeply
The abstract must provide an overview of the entire paper, from the introduction until conclusions.

Some presentation issues:
The abstract should be just one paragraph.
The paper does not fulfil the format.
First paragraphs of section 2 and section 3 are irrelevant, please delete.
Referencing and numeration of figures are incorrect.
Most of the figures do not provides much information.

________________________________

La información contenida en este correo electrónico y anexos, está dirigida únicamente para el uso del
individuo o entidad a la que fue dirigida y puede contener información propietaria que no es de dominio
público. Cualquier uso, distribución o reproducción de este correo que no sea por el destinatario de
intención, podría vulnerar la normatividad aplicable.
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